
AN EQUINOX WATCH STATION IN COTTONWOOD CANYON 
AS A POSSIBLE MARKER FOR ANNUAL SPRING HUNTING RITUAL 

by V. Garth Norman 

(Paper presented at the Third Annual Symposium 
on the Rock Art of Utah, 1982) 

PREFACE 

In a previous paper given at the 1980 Great Basin 
Conference and at the 1981 URARA Symposium (published in this 
volume), I identified a calendar marker at a petroglyph site at 
Sheep Wash on the Green River in the Uintah Basin. This 
petroglyph was studied in 1978 and 1979 through initial 
analysis of composition of the solar spiral petroglyphs and by 
taking compass readings with the prospect of finding shadow s 
that might dissect spirals on the equinox or solstice days. 
Confirmation was made during an on-site inspection at the 
winter solstice sunset of 1979, and again at the Spring equinox 
sunrise of 1980 when a right angle of a shadow traversed a 
spiral with three turns precisely along two knobs pecked on 
either side of the inner turn of the spiral. Ethnographic data 
from the Southwest provided a clue to interpretation of a pole 
ladder directly above a spiral that apparently could have 
marked the winter solstice sunset annual observations. A step 
could hav been added to the ladder each year, just as Pueblo 
Indians mr"-: the wall with a line each year of their calendar 
watch. 

An adjacent panel at Sheep Wash contains a scene with 
cranes around a supernatural anthropomorph. It can be 
hypothesized that the winter and spring calendar watches at 
this site functioned in part in connection with the timing of 
large migratory game birds, and ritual associated with hunting 
them. 

PRELIMINARY STUDY 

I have made it a practice to conduct preliminary interpre-
tations of petroglyph sites, and set up testable hypotheses 
that will hopefully prove or disprove the interpretation so as 
to reduce speculations. 

During the Spring of 1981 I inspected the petroglyph site 
of a well known hunting scene in the Cottonwood Canyon area of 
Nine Mile Canyon which faces east. An adjacent panel to the 
right has the same style vertical pole ladder as at Sheep 
Wash. 	It rises from a circle with cross lines and a dot. 	I 
immediately recognized it as a potential calendar marker. A 
cross in a circle is a widespread and well known sun symbol. 
The cross has a distinct irregularity. The horizontal line 
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sufficient observation days before the spring equinox to allow 
for pinpointim; the equinox in the case of cloudy weather. It 
is a simple matter of counting days from the earliest 
observation. 	Further observations are planned to try to 
confirm this interpretation function. (See Appendix.) 

Following this episode, I photographed the rock projection 
that aligns with the horizon to create the shadow at sunrise. 
What was the functional purpose of this apparent spring equinox 
calendar watch station? I believe the adjacent hunting scene 
panel tells thc, story. 

On this impressive panel, the season of the year of its 
setting appears to be revealed in the depiction of thirteen 
female sheep with small lambs. The annual lambing season of 
sheep and goats occurs by nature only in the spring. The 
depiction, as the figures face, shows hunters ambushing the 
herd as it may have come down Cottonwood Canyon. Large herds 
frequent these lower elevations from winter through early 
spring. I observed a herd of 30' deer in the bottom of Jack 
Creek Canyon, located just southeast of Cottonwood Canyon, in 
early April of 1982. As warm weather advances the herds 
migrate to higher elevations to the southwest, where I foune, 
lithic remains this past summer from seasonal hunting 
activity. Artifacts included an Elko corner notch point and an 
Archaic atlatl dart point from the same site. 

The hunting scene depicted on this petroglyph may be 
ritualistic. The path of the sheep seem to be direCted down 
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the canyon by the horned anthropomorphic god in the midst of 
the upper row of male sheep that lead the herd. A meandering 
"pathway" line that suggests the meandering course of the 
canyon connects his foot to the back of the adjacent sheep down 
canyon from him. Fertility of the herd is implied by the round 
anthropomorph in the midst of the femal 

	
crescent 

across the body implies a moon goddess 	ehi, 	iggestiny 
fertility symbolism attributed to the 
	

in many tribal 
societies (Eliade 1959: 156-157). The perpetuation of the 	rd 
in the many young is her apparent function. 	second 	r 
anthropomorph directly below the other one s-_rtes a 4' 
sheep from the herd that has presumably been 	by 
hunters. There is a prominent death aspect 	moon godde 
symbolism in Mexico that could be expressed here. Thi, 
may also be portrayed in the fourth supernatural in the nida 
of three hunters, also round, and in direct con 	t with -11 
three. 	Its left arm touches the head of a bowm,.... 	Its 
exaggerated right arm is raised upward to the b, 
hunter, and an arrow point of the third huntei 
same arm. 	It takes no stretch of the imaginat e 
supernatural power being supplicated here for a 
hunt. 

The large figure at the right appear to 	saent 
chief who leads the ritual and hunt. His 	 in 
though he is running toward the herd for 	Si I. Ar 
in this narrow canyon would be from a fix position at ,,ose 
range. Therefore, I believe a ceremonial dance representing 
ritual pursuit, rather than chasing sheep, is implied. 

	

From this scene, the full function of the calende 	atch 
station comes into focus. The spring eqi.0 ox may havc 	a 
time for a ceremonial commemoration rel: 	 is 
season of hunting, and in behalf of the 	1 ty of t 
herds. As among peoples of the Southwee 	calendee 
are the most sacred (Ellis 1973). A spring ceremony at 'ee 
equinox required its accurate marking, that began sufficiently 
early to pinpoint the day in case of cloudy weather. 

If the above interpretations are correct we will have 
learned more from the calendar function of thew .setrogl - ehs 
about primitive lifeways in this region the - 1' 	.iy 
single source, including excavation. 	The :rinua ealee 
tabulation of the ritual was kept. 	The sue. disk iith 
reveals that the four seasons were conceptualized as the are 
regulated by the sun. The counting of days for important 
events with a precise calends 	 pt. 	The most impressive 
part to me is the reverence snowr 	the herd, so that the 
gods direct and preserve the he 	_re a successful hunt, 
and also prosper the herd for t 	e. These primitive 
people were true conservationists, and their respect for nature 
is manifest in their ritual beliefs. 
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INTERrPETATION INFERENCE 

One spring approximately a thousand years ao, a tribe of 
Indians referred to today as the Fremont, came into Lotto.;: ood 
Canyon in the Nine Mile Canyon area. Some of t- 
hair tied in a bun behind the head, like some ' 	eef 
Southwest today, with a feather attached. 	I 	 . 'Ass 
after locating a rock panel that met their 
began marking a pointed shadow each me 	 suni 	, as 
advanced along a rock face with the da 	i t of 1 
(Appendix). 	This would facilitate accfuz 	 .hf. the 
equinox in succeeding years when there' 	1. 	 her, 
and also facilitate advance planning for 
the appoint ,-3 ritual day. The exact d 	of 	 no 	fld 
have beeh 	atermined from calculetleae in 	i)us I 
Fixed obae 	J•_ion markers aligned oh t 	aoriz , aould 
been used - 	dissect the sun cycle threegh cou: eing thE 
between the solstices, and bringing them into two equal C . 

	 tek  

on either side of the equinox. 

On March 23rd at sunrise a circle was drawn on a curvature 
of the shadow that was created by the projection of a rock 
alignment with the - eastern horizon. A cross was 
circle with the horizontal line lying along the 	a 
curved upward to the right from center. A dot was 
this line in the lower right quarter to mark the 
and to draw attention to the shadow line. The verti( 
was extended upward some distance beyond the i cl , 
short horizontal line was pecked across it j 
circle to mark the calendar equinoctial oh 	at:. 	 ekis 
event the ritual activities of the group 	the 
With the onset of Spring the herds of lo 	s: 
multiplying and wandering through out thJ 	son 
their young. Healthy growing herds woul'' 
sustaining life for the people here year byear. 
seasonal migration of big game herds toward the 
soon begin, initiating a shift in the gr)ue. 
subsistence cycle. Spring vegetatiee 
healthier herds, and the sheep ..7ht' 
through the farrowing season and 
ritual prayers and dance which fcC1 	e nd 	honsecrations 
of the hunters and their bows and arrows may 	all been part 
of the ritual activity. 

The life cycle in Cottonwood Canyon may have continued 
uninterrupted for twelve years. 	The length of the vertical 
line drawn for the annual calendar marking may indicate that 
they had anticipated returning to this locality for at least 
another ten' years. We do not know why they left or when, but 
what they die- here has significance for us, becaus 	'heir 
sense of c 	vation and reverence for nature. c.). 	this 
land more toefty /)-cause of the way they lived. They 
sense of destiny in the perpetuation of nature that 
well to emulate. 
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APPENDIX 

COTTONWOOD CANYON PETROGLYPHS 
Field Trip March 21-22, 1985 

SAWTOOTH DAY MARKER PRECEDING SPRING EQUINOX 

On the mornings of March 21-22, 1985, I observed the sun 
shadow action on the Cottonwood Canyon calendar petroglyphs. 
Following the equinoctial shadow marking of the crossed circle, 
the shadow point progressed downward at 9:30 A.M. to fill the 
left most grove of a horizontal sawtooth marker extending to 
the right composed of 18 teeth (Fig. 1). As the sun rose the 
shadow progressed to the right coming in alignment with the 
right side of each succeeding vertical tooth about every five 
minutes. On the following day the sun having moved northward a 
day caused the shadow to descend to the left of the first 
notch, and then fill it as it had done the previous day about 
five minutes later. The shadow then progressed to the right in 
the same manner as previously observed. Accordingly, we can 
see that on the day before the equinox the shadow first 
descends and strikes the second grove from the left, and the 
day before that the third grove from the left, and doubtless so 
on to the 18th grove "day" at the far right. 

The teeth are three inches high and vary in width from 
2 1/2 to 3 inches. This difference results from slight 
variations in the time of the original marking each day and 
does not affect accuracy of the day marking sequence. 	An 
earlier marking results in a narrower tooth and a later marking 
widens the tooth. The important point is that the width should 
average out in a day sequence along a straight line. 

This day marker would allow a calendar priest to calculate 
the exact day of the equinox for presumed religious ritual 
observance, on any cloudless day up to 18 days before it 
arrived. 
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